Nominations Committee
Election of new members for 2016-2018 service
Members to be voted on in Bold CAPS

Current committee:
I. Angeliki Tzanetou, Classics
II. Jodi Byrd, American Indian Studies
III. Melissa Bowles, Spanish and Portuguese
IV. Scott Althaus, Political Science
V. Andrei Cimpian, Psychology
VI. William Metcalf, Microbiology
VII. Huimin Zhao, Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering
VIII. Steven Bradlow, Mathematics

Proposed 16-18 Committee Members- Members to be voted on in Bold CAPS

I. Angeliki Tzanetou, Classics
II. ROB BARRETT, English
III. Melissa Bowles, Spanish and Portuguese
IV. LEANNE KNOBLOCH, Communication
V. DANIEL SIMONS, Psychology- 1 year opening
VI. KAREN SEARS, Animal Biology
VII. Huimin Zhao, Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering
VIII. BO LI, Statistics